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both the economic and political struggle of the direct ac-

tion they mean every method of theimmediate struggle by the work-

ers against economic and political oppression、Among these the
outstanding are the strike in all its gradations, from the simple wage

struggle to the general strike,organized boycott and 吊 the other

countless means which workers as producers have in their hands.“

(Pages 257-259)

In this connection, the reader has but to recall the di-

rect action movements of workers and students in our own

Southern states, as well as in South Africa, Korea, Turkey,

Japan, Venezuela, Hungary, Poland and East Germany. The

American labor movement turned to parliamentary action

not because economic action is ineffective but because 训

Surrendered its greatest wepon一the right to strike一to tbhe

employing class,the State and the union dictators、The

labor movement is in deep crisis because the membership

has been infected by the counter-revolutionary virus of

class collaboration of which parliamentarism is but one

Instead of chasing the Labor Party 训usion,all who

Seek a progressive revolutionary transformation of society

Should work to re-educate and inspire the labor moyement

with revolutionary principles,from which revolutionary

strategy and tactics Will logically flow.
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The cry for a Labor Party in the United States is again

being heard from various sides. Some of the Socialist Party

People are agitating for it.The Trotskyists are currently

in favor of it,and Meany,President of the AFL-CIO,

climbs on and off of the bandwagon as the spirit moves

him or as policy considerations of the moment appear to

dictate. :

Agitation for a Labor Party is almost as old as the la-

bor movement itself. Numerous beginnings in this direction

have at times been made,In 1829,the“Workingmens

Party“ in New York received 6,000 out of 21.000 votes,a

higher proportion than any other independent movement

has since achieved .

At times the sentiment for a Labor Party has been

confined to Small radical and liberal groups on the fringes

of the broader labor movement、 At other times powerful

coalitions with a mass following, including unions and far-

mers「 organizations, have organized large mass movementts

Such as the Populists of the last century and the tyo“Pro-

gressive Parties“ of Robert La Follette and Henry Wallace.

At the 1936 Conyention of the AFL, 104 delegates, re- .

Presenting a powerful bloc of unions large and small camte

close to committing the Federation to working for the es-

tablishment of a Labor Party. Such a policy Would havye

been a reversal of the traditional position that called for

“rewarding our friends and punishing our enemies“among

the capitalist politicians of the Republican and Democratic

Parties. Other examples of Labor Party attempts have been

the American Labor Party in New York State and the Far-

n
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mer Labor Party in Minnesota and adjoining states:

In addition to those who have wanted a distinct poli-

tical party of Labor,based on the unions,independent

ofand in opposition to the old-line parties, there haye been

organizations such as the Socialist Party,that oscillated

between running their own candidates and supporting cap-

italist“friends of labor.“Despite their differences,all of
the radical tendencies supporting parliamentary action by

the workers base their attitudes on the belief that such

action can in some Way alleviate or cure social evils.

Those who favor independent electoral action by La-

bor reason that:“The United States is a democracy Where

the majority rules,We,the workers,farmers and small

businessmen, are the majority ofthe people. We have voted

for the Republicans and the Democrats and they have be-

trayed us. We must establish a political party controlled

by ourselves and run our own candidates. They will surely
be elected since we are a majority. Then the government
controlled by us will legislate in our favor.“

At first sight this appears reasonable. What could be

simpler2 However, a closer examination reveals that this
2rgument is based on fundamental political and economic
misconceptions. The idea of a Labor Party is based on the
Widespread myth that in a democracy the majority rules.
This is a myth that must be exposed .

Leon Blum, the eminent French politician, whose vast

and unsavory experience qualifies him as an expert on the
subject, remarked that,““The parliamentary regime is a re-
gime of parties.“Jean Jacques Rousseau,the philosopher

 

 

ofdemocratic government, Would not endorse“Tepresenta-

tive government“as it is practiced today. He wrote:“The

deputies of the people should not and cannot be the

People「s representatives, they can only be its servants. …

The moment that people give power to their representa-

tives, they abdicate their liberty.“ 17Re Social

The fundamental principle of every political party,re-

gardless ofthe form of government, is the Same. V.O. Key,

Professor of government at Yale University,in his pene-

trating and scholarly book,Politics,Parties and Pressure

Groups, has this to say:

“It is sometimes said that the method by which a party seeks

to gain control (of the governmen) is the unique characteristic

ofthe party a5 a group. The American party uses the peaceful meth-

od of campaigning and appeal for popular support to gain power,

which i said to differentiate it from the factions...which struggle
for power by the use of military force,The theory...is advanced

that the modern party and the democratic electoral process are but

& Sublimation,perhaps temporary,of the tendency to resort to

force to gain control of the government...、This theory gives 4

clue to the nature of the party struggle....The term Party is applied

equally to the peaceful parties of America and to the Communist
Party of Russia, the Nazi Party of Germany, and the Fascist Par-

by of Italy、The methodology of these parties varies,but their

fundamental objective一to place and keep their leaders in _control

ofthe government一is the same.“

A capitalist democracy is a competitive society Where

Predatory pressure groups struggle for wealth and prestige

and jockey for power,. Because Such a society lacks inner
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cohesion, it cannot discipline itself, it needs an Organism
Which will appease the pressure groups by satisfying some
of their demands and prevent the confiicts among them
from upsetting the stability of the System. The Government
Plays this role and in the process enacts more and more
laws, The bureaucratic governing group thus becomes a
class in itself with interests of its 0Wn,and becomes more
frmly entrenched as it extends its influence,

The end result of this process will be reached When
the State assumes ownership and/orcontrol over the whole
of society, establishing State Capitalism一or, if you prefer,
State““Socialism.“The United States is fast evolving in
this direction.

At this stage in its drift towards totalitarianism,the
governing group cannot rule alone. It needs the fnancial
and moral Support, at any given time, of most of the influ-
ential power groups: the fnanciers, the labor movement,
the farmers, the press, the churches,as well as the mili-
tary and civilian bureaucracies. Despite their differences,
all these institutions and groups are inter-dependent and
no one of them can stand without leaning on the others.
Parliamentary democracy is, at this stage, the political sys-
tem which safeguards the unjust ecconomic and social Order.

Theactual rulers in a parliamentary democracy are the
class of professional politicians,TIn theory,they are sup-
Posed to represent the people,but in fact they rule over
them. They do not represent. They decide. This is why
Pierre Joseph Proudhon, the anarchist thinker,said,“Par-
liament is a King with 600 heads.“The Political parties;

Or more accurately,the inner clique that controls them,
select the candidates for whom the people vote. The can-
didates express the wil of the party and not that of the
People. The platforms of the contending parties are ad-
justed to trick the voters into ballotting for their candi-
dates. Then the immense machinery of mass hypnotism
goes into high The press, the radio, television and the
pulpit brainyash the public. The stupefied voter casts his
ballot for candidates that he never nominated and never
knew, whose names he forgets, and whose platforms he has
Perhaps never read. The electoral swindle is over. The vo-
ters go back to work (or to look for work) and the poli-
ticians are free to decide the destiny of the millions as they
See

Political machines seek to perpetuate themselves by all
Sorts of tricks. They sidetrack,channelize and emasculate
the popular will. New politicians try to displace old ones
by changing the electoral laws, while entrenched Politicians
defend outworn electoral systems when they feel that the
new laws might weaken their positions and Perhaps even
abolish their sinecures.

For example, the politicians in the big cities are in-
censed at the politicians ffom the rural areas who control
many state governments,because the state legislature dic-
tates to the cities and deprives them of revenue. Represen-
tation in many state legislatures is not relative to actual
population but according to districts and counties,These
arTangements were made when America「s population was
predominantly rural Since then the growing population
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has concentrated in the cities,yet the system of represen-

tation remains the Same-

The Painter and Decorator of June, 1960, in an article

entitled“All Votes Aren“t Fqual““gives many examples,

Such as$:

“..fewer than 300inhabitants of Union, Connecticut have the same

number of representatives in the state「s lower house a5 the city of

Hartford, with a population of over I77.000 一giving each Union
voter the strength of 685 Hartford voters、Business groups gener-

ally defend unequal representation. They have learned that the con-

servative philosophy of small town lawyers and business men 艺

often closely in line with their owa views,Also,rural legislators

may almost always be counted upon to oppose the objectives of
organized labor.... Such inedquities are a major factor in American

politics,In the South,political machines have used the county
unit system to become self-perpetuating、 In many northern states,

huge city populations have been denied their proportional voice
and vote in enacting legislation essential to their survival.“

Labor Parties are no more immune to the diseases in-

herent in the parliamentary system than are other political

parties. If new Labor Party legislators are elected they will

have to“play the game“according to the established rules

and customs. Ifthey are honest, they will soon become cyn-

ical and corrupted and will be swallowed up by the mach-

ine. Most of them will find the new environment to their

taste because they have already learned how to connive and

bamboozle the public when they were operating as b

Wheels in their own union organizations. The administra-

tions of most labor unions are patterned after the govern-

韶

2

志

0

mental forms of political parliamentary democracy,A

course in the school of labor fakery prepares the graduates

for participation in municipal, state and national govern-

ment. When they take political offce,they will not repre-

Sent the members of the unions,but rather the political

machine that controls the labor movement.

For the sake ofillustration, let us assume that a strong

Labor Party in the United States has Succeeded in elect-

ing thousands of local state and national officeholders as

has happened in England,France, Germany and many o-

ther countries. The history of the parliamentary labor and

socialist party movements in Europe gives us a good idea

of what would happen to a similar movement in the

The record of the Labour Government which ruled

Britain from 1945 to 1951 proves that it betrayed every

Socialist principle and violated nearly all its pre-election

Pledges. These betrayals were reflected in its domestic, for-

eign and colonial policies.

The direction of Labour Government policy was clear-

ly formulated by a high party official,Sir Hartley Shaw-

cross, in February, 1946: “T take the opportunity of mak-

ing it quite clear that this Government like any Govern-

ment aS an employer,wWould feel itself perfectly free to

take disciplinary action that any strike situation might

develop demanded.“

The Labour Party had pledged itself not to use troops

25 Strike-breakers. Only six days after coming into power

the Labour Government ordered troops to break a strike of

London dock-workers、This was repeated three months
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later: The Government decreed wage freezes and compul-

Sory arbitrationt.

Pre-election pledges to the effect that the unions would

have direct representation in the management of state-

owned industries were forgotten. The Party, once in power,

reversed its traditional opposition to military conscription

in favor of periarent peacetimze

In nationalizing the Bank of England, the coal mines,

railways, canals and other utilities, the Labour Government

guaranteed the stockholders the same income as before.

The principle behind these domestic policies guided

Labour Party action in foreign and colonial affairs as welL.

Before the dropping of the atom bombs on Hiroshima and

Nagasaki in August, 1945, President Truman had obtained

the agreement of the British Labour Government. The mili-

tary adventures in Greece,Egypt,Iran,Indonesia,Korea

and elsewhere caused an increase in the“「defense“budget

from 692 million pounds in 1948 to 1032 million pounds

in 1951,Omendred and 功irty six SpQmis C交次Scists

Were deported info Qrls 0f Fyarico l0 CertQil

eRt, lOorture Or deQ仁.

The Labour Party「s defeat in the last General Elec-

tion was due primarily to the justified disappointment of

the workers with its actions when in power. in 1945, Arthur

Greenwood (Labour Government Priyy Seal) said:“I look

around my colleagues and T see landlords,capitalists and

lawyers. We are a cross-section of the national life and this

is something that has mever happened before.“

 

2

It is impossible for any political party of“Labor“to

reach power without concessions to the the

middle class一at the expense of basic principles.“Labor“

(or“Socialist“) parties lose their identity and eventually

are found to differ only on minor points from the“conser-

vative“ contenders for power. Labor Partyism is class-colla-

boration in the political field and it is just as disastrous

for the workers as class-collaboration has been in the econ-

omic field. There is every reason to believe that the same

fate would befall an American labor party if one were es-

tablished. Advocates of a labor party in the could

Profit by the lessons of the British Labour Party.

In the competition for votes,the original ideals and

principles would be forgotten. The thousands of new office-

holders would become a conservative force deeply rooted

in the established order,and married to their jobs.They

would establish rapport with the business community, with

the large agricultural interests, with the clergy. They would

cultiyate the support of the press and other mass-media

interests upon whose support they Will come to depend.

The Labor Party would then be swamped by hordes of

lawyers, bourgeois intellectuals,liberal churchmen,ambi-

tious offce-seekers and other careerists,Who would infil-

trate the organization. The honest workers and the radi-

cal elements Would be forced into the background. Of “la-

bor,「only the name would remain. The once proud Labor

Party would become just another party in the machinery

of the State-
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Matthew Wohl, deceased Vice-President of the AFL

(himself a first-rate conniver), in the debate with the labor

.party bloc at the 1936 Convention, let the cat out of the

bag in an unguarded moment:

[ have watched these politicians in our movement I followed

their methods and regardiess of how they talk of their trade union

loyalty, my experience has been that when they enter the political

arena they begin by talking 25 politicians, and very soon thinking

like politicians, to the desertion of every trade union activity they

pledged themselyes to become part of.“

The various factions inside the American labor move-

ment were always sharply divided on the question of par-

liamentary action in gerieral and the labor party issue in

particular.There are factions that believe in the class

struggle and also in parliamentary action.

In our opinion, tactics must flow from principles. The

tactic of parliamentary action is not compatible with the

principle of class struggle. Class struggle on the economic

field is not compatible with class collaboration on the po-

litical field.This has been demonstrated throughout the

whole history of the labor movement in every land. Par-

liamentary action serves only to reinforce the institutions

that are responsible for social injustice一the exploitative

economic system and the State.

The strength of the labor movement lies in its econ-

omic power. Labor produces all the wealth and provides

all the services. Only the workers can fundamentally change

the social system. To do this, they do not need a labor par-
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ty, since by their economic power they are in a position

to achieve the social revolution that is indispensible-for hu-

man progress. As long as the means of production are in

the hands of the few and the many are robbed of the

fruits of their labor,any participation in the political

skullduggery which has as it sole purpose the maintenance

of this system, amounts to tacit and direct Support of the

system itself. By electoral participation in any form, radi-

cals become accomplices in the fraud.

The North American labor movement today is Teac-

tionary. Almost all of the unions are tyrannically controlled

by unprincipled bureaucrats and not a few by Tacketeers,

whose ethics are those of the predatory social system in

which they operate. They practice class collaboration, and

uphold the doctrine that the interests of the employer and

his victim,are identical. This is a secret from no one,In

the August, 1958 issue of Harpers Magazine, Dick Bruner,

expolitical staffexecutive of the CIO, wrote:

lt (the labor movement) lacks is own ideas,On many of

the most fundamental political and social issues, i is hard to dis-

tinguish Labor「s position ffom that of the National Association of

Manufaceurers 余 has adopted the “mass marker「 concept of the

big corporations and its leaders treat the rank and fie with con-

Any serious Labor Party that is formed Will be under

the domination of this corrupt, collaborationist union bu-

reaucracy. The same leaders who have repeatedly Sold out

the workers at the bargaining table will repeat their betray-
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als in the legislative bodies,Labor Partyism means class

collaboration on the political fisld. The same disastrous

results are inevitable since it involves making concessions

to classes Whose interests 2Te diametrically 0pposed to the

basic interests of the working cla$$. C

Selig Perlmann, the well-known labor historlan, in 仁

Theory of the Labor Movement, 52yS:

“Under no ciicumstanCes C2P labor here afford KO arouse the

fears of the great middle lass for the safety of private Property 85

& basic institutlOn. fabor needs the SupPort of Public OPIni0n,

meaning the middle Class, both rural and
5 :

The middle class, 85 the name implies, allies itself not

only with the labor legislators,but also with the military

faction, the financial interests and other anti-labor pTes-

sure grOups, When it feels that it has something to gaIn

thereby. The Labor Party will then be forced to Support

their middle class allies for fear of retaliation when they

need its Support for sonie of their own measUTeS$- This being

the case, it is bound to lose whatever identity 丁 did have,

and become as corTUpt aS any of the old parties.

Those who are today beating the drum loudest for the

Labor Party are radicals of Various Marxist or pseudo-

Marxist groups. These SaIme people w训 tell you that they

believe in the class struggle and economlc action by the

workers. Some W训 explain that parliamentary
v On-

ly a gimmick to gain a public forum,or free time on tele-

vision eyery four ye8TS. Others claim that parliamentary

actiGn is necesSaTy t supplement and makKe economic aC-

tion more effective-

13

Nothing could be more dangerous to the workers

cause, Electioneering diverts the attention of the working

class from militant struggles into essentially COunter-Tevo-

Iutionary channels. It vitiates their contfidence in the class

struggle and in their own independent economic POwWer、

Tn the supplement to Elzbachers Anarchism,Rudolf

Rocker deals with this problem in the following terms:

“.All the political rights and Liberties which people enjoy today,

they do not owe to 山e good will of their governments, but to their

Own strength.... Great mass moyements and whole reyolutions have

been necessary to wrest them from the ruling classes, who would

never have consented to them voluntarly- 职Bal 芸 iporlam 方 ot

加af lbe gorermmei bare decijed I comeede tertain 8胡 卯 te people

Dut i办 iey jadin 力 15

If Anarcho-Syndicalism nevertheless rejects 虫c Participation

national parliaments, it is not because they have no Sympathy

Mith the political struggles in &general,but because its adherents

are of the opinion that this form of activity is the very weakest and

most helpless form of the Political struggle for the Workers...

lt is a fRict that when socialist labor parties have wanted to

achieve some decisive political reforms they could not do it by par-

liameatary action, but were obliged to rely wholly on the economic

fghting Power of the workers. The political general strikes in E

gium and Sweden for the attainment of universal su伟age are Proof

of this, And in 叉ussia, i was the general strike in I905 that forced

the Tsar to sign the new constitution. It was the recognition of this

which impelled thc Anarcho-Syadicalists to center their activity on

the socialist education of the masses and the utilization of their ec-

onomic and social power. Their method i that of direct action in
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both the economic and political struggle of the direct ac-

tion they mean every method of theimmediate struggle by the work-

ers against economic and political oppression、Among these the
outstanding are the strike in all its gradations, from the simple wage

struggle to the general strike,organized boycott and 吊 the other

countless means which workers as producers have in their hands.“

(Pages 257-259)

In this connection, the reader has but to recall the di-

rect action movements of workers and students in our own

Southern states, as well as in South Africa, Korea, Turkey,

Japan, Venezuela, Hungary, Poland and East Germany. The

American labor movement turned to parliamentary action

not because economic action is ineffective but because 训

Surrendered its greatest wepon一the right to strike一to tbhe

employing class,the State and the union dictators、The

labor movement is in deep crisis because the membership

has been infected by the counter-revolutionary virus of

class collaboration of which parliamentarism is but one

Instead of chasing the Labor Party 训usion,all who

Seek a progressive revolutionary transformation of society

Should work to re-educate and inspire the labor moyement

with revolutionary principles,from which revolutionary

strategy and tactics Will logically flow.
h
o
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